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UPCOMING TRAINING DATES 2022
**EMERGENCY FIRST AID AT WORK (FULL DAY)
£89.00 + VAT PP
Friday 22nd July 2022 (FULL)
Friday 23rd September 2022

Friday 19th August 2022
Friday 28th October 2022

Includes - Manual and e-Certification.
Please note: Issue of physical ID cards is under review in view of the easing of COVID19 restrictions

** Please note we will add extra dates according to client demand and number of delegates we can accommodate.
Please contact us for our additional dates and in case we have had any cancellations where we can fit you in.
julie@complyatwork.co.uk or team@complyatwork.co.uk
*Note: these course fees are currently under review and may increase with effect from the August 2022
course(s)

FIRE WARDEN (0900 – 1215)
£75.00 + VAT PP
Tuesday 13th September 2022

Tuesday 25th October 2022

PICK & MIX
(Asbestos Awareness, Manual Handling, Work at Height, COSHH [Hazardous substances] as requested)
Each session is approx. 1.5hrs. Start times vary but usually 9am for the first session.
Prices start at £60.00 pp + VAT per course**
Tuesday 16th August 2022

Tuesday 27th September

**Please contact us for a quote as we can offer discounts to our retained clients for larger groups/multiple
sessions on our Pick & Mix courses.
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Comply at Work

UPCOMING TRAINING DATES 2022 (CONTINUED)
GENERAL HEALTH & SAFETY AWARENESS (HALF-DAY)
£95.00 + VAT PP
Dates to be announced – Please contact us directly if you require this course.
Our General Health & Safety Awareness course will provide you with fundamental health and safety knowledge.
The syllabus includes the following important topics:
Legislation - Fire Safety – Hazardous substances - Manual Handling - Occupational Health – Risk Assessment
– Welfare - Work at Height – Work Equipment

RISK ASSESSMENT/METHOD STATEMENTS/SAFE SYSTEMS OF WORK
(HALF-DAY) - £95.00 + VAT PP
Tuesday 6th September 2022

Tuesday 8th November 2022

What risk assessment is; Legal requirements - Where the need for risk assessment comes from;
The principles behind carrying out a risk assessment; What a method statement is and what a safe system of
work is.
All our courses provide e-Certificates of Attendance and associated training materials.
Remember - if any of these dates do not suit you, please contact:
Shelagh O’Sullivan, our Training Coordinator for alternative dates for your company, either at our training facilities or
at your premises. Tel: 01204 772977 email: shelagh@complyatwork.co.uk
NB. COVID19 secure precautions will be reviewed in accordance with current legislation and guidance.
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Managing
sunstroke risk
Sunstroke is a serious danger which your outdoor workers need to be
aware of. Use our updated safety briefing to highlight key points to avoid
them suffering this potentially life-threatening condition and keep them
working productively.
Possible risks
One thing that is almost impossible for employers to
control is the weather and the hazards that different
conditions present to your workforce. One hazard which
is becoming higher risk due to climate change is the
threat of sunstroke (also known as heatstroke).
It can be seen as a grey area as to who is responsible for
lowering/managing the risk, but in reality, it is a shared
duty between you and your workers.
It’s in your interests as an employer to promote sensible
precautions. This is predominantly because you want
your staff at work and fit to complete it, not phoning in
with sunstroke or severe sunburn. Neither do you want
them suffering whilst they’re working.
Use our updated Safety Briefing - Sunstroke to raise
awareness with your staff as to what sunstroke is,
what the signs and symptoms are and what they can
do to avoid becoming a casualty.

The next section deals with “ Risk level ”. Obviously
dependent on the weather this may vary, but the
purpose of this briefing is to use it on days when the
forecast is for unusually hot conditions, and this is why
we have rated this as high risk.

Control measures
We then go onto to discuss “ Control measures ”,
probably the most important part of this briefing, as
this lets the individual know what they can personally
do to avoid overheating. The briefing refers to staying
hydrated and avoiding alcohol, trying to stay out of the
sun if possible and ensuring that any breaks are taken in
a cooler or shaded area. This is where the responsibility
is on the individual to manage themselves as you may
not be able to supervise breaks sufficiently. But this
control is easy for any employee to follow so make sure
you emphasise this point when giving the briefing. The
update includes asking staff to be aware of how they
feel and to seek help before the symptoms escalate,
and to get help for others that may be suffering.

Key elements
Our briefing starts with the “ Introduction ” as to why
you are holding this meeting with your employees.
It then moves on to explain the “ Hazards ”, including
what causes heat stress and how the body responds
to prolonged exposure, and that dehydration can be a
major cause.
The briefing highlights what the signs and symptoms
of sunstroke are and the potential outcome if the
person is not cooled down. The briefing also includes
a reminder that side effects of sunstroke could lead to
confusion or disorientation which in turn could lead to
an accident.

The updates to this document are predominantly in
the “ Hazards ” section where it goes into much more
detail about how sunstroke affects your body, so that
your workers may become more familiar with the
symptoms in the early stages and take action without
having to ask permission, e.g. drinking water. If you
would like a copy of the Briefing, please get in touch at
team@complyatwork.co.uk

Source: Indicator
e-mail: team@complyatwork.co.uk www.complyatwork.co.uk
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Improve behaviour,
cut accidents
There have been many improvements in legislative controls in the
workplace, so why are accidents still occurring? Many of these are down to
human behaviour and doing the wrong thing at the wrong time. How can
you change behavioural safety?
Background

Why safe acts?

In the 1800s the majority of accidents were machine
related but legislation has been successful and the
workplace has come a long way in improving standards
particularly over the last 50 years. Various regulations
have focused on how employers should manage
health and safety, deep diving into specific risks such
as machinery, hazardous substances, welfare, etc. So
why are accidents still occurring? Well, it’s the “wet
paint syndrome” coming into play; if there is a sign
that says do not touch the vast majority will touch it to
see if it really is wet. The challenge is how to stop this
behaviour. Every fatality has an unsafe act in the chain
of events, so behaviour, especially that which is safe, is
the foundation of safety.

By its very nature health and safety can be seen
as negative and obstructive. By giving positive
reinforcement to your staff when they have acted in
a safe way, such as taking the time to obtain lifting
equipment rather than insist on moving a heavy load
manually, will encourage good safety behaviours, maybe
turn them into a role model for other staff members
and contribute to improving your health and safety
culture. There is a strong correlation between positive
culture and a low accident rate, so this is a good way to
promote safety and decrease the chances of something
bad happening.

Changing behaviour
You may think that as an employer there is nothing
you can do to change the fundamental nature of
your workforce, but by implementing a programme
of behavioural observations and focusing on why the
person acted in a certain way, you will be making your
staff consider their actions and not rely on instinct,
which can be misplaced.

Why introduce a programme?
We’re all pretty good at stopping people doing
something dangerous if we see it happening. All this
system is asking you to do is go one step further and
document what you are already doing. These records
can then be used as evidence of ongoing training
and mentoring, or to identify patterns of poor safety
behaviour by individuals, giving you a chance to rectify
before an incident. Use our new safe and unsafe acts
form and adapt this to your specific needs (please email
us at team@complyatwork.co.uk for a free copy). For
example, if you have an issue with bumps on heads,
alter the form to focus on why staff are not aware of
their surroundings.

Tip. To avoid this being perceived as a witch-hunt, tell
your staff that you are concerned about their safety
and are not picking on individuals. It’s not about blame,
but understanding and coaching.
How to complete the form?
• stop and observe people doing a routine task
• put people at ease by explaining what you are doing
and why
• ask what is the worst accident that could happen
and how
• question why they behaved in a certain way
• ask what corrective action may be required and
note all of the above on the form.

Source: Indicator
e-mail: team@complyatwork.co.uk www.complyatwork.co.uk
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Local Council fined over HAVS
A council has been fined after failing to address an improvement notice issued after a
hand-arm vibration syndrome (HAVS) report. What action should you take if you receive
an enforcement notice to avoid a similar outcome?
The case
In February 2019 the HSE received a Reporting of Injuries,
Diseases and Dangerous Occurrences Regulation
2013 (RIDDOR) report from Lancashire County Council
(L), relating to the diagnosis of hand-arm vibration
syndrome ( HAVS ). An improvement notice was served
requiring the council to improve its control of HAVS but a
further ten cases, unrelated to the RIDDOR report, were
uncovered and reported late. Four more reports were
also filed, but these were on time.

The investigation
An investigation by the HSE found that there had been
insufficient supervision and monitoring by the council
and when health surveillance highlighted symptoms
were being displayed there was a failure to act and
make a report to the HSE under RIDDOR . The risk
assessments were also found to be inadequate for
controlling the level of exposure.

be factors such as work history, underlying medical
conditions and even a person’s hobbies at play which
contribute to the individual’s case.

Reporting of HAVS
HAVS is a reportable disease under RIDDOR as the
condition is likely to have been caused or made worse
by work. It requires diagnosis by a doctor and should
be reported to the HSE as soon as a formal diagnosis
is received. In L’s case, there was a delay in reporting
which was significant enough to cause concern for the
HSE, hence the prosecution.

How to control HAVS
Whilst this is undoubtedly a debilitating disease it can
be easily prevented:
• risk assess the activity including frequency and
duration of use of vibrating equipment

The punishment

• train and supervise workers

L pleaded guilty to breaches of s.2 (1) and 3(1) Health
and Safety at Work etc. Act 1974 and Regulation 8
RIDDOR . It was fined £50,000 and ordered to pay costs
of £10,366,78.

• measure levels of exposure (Please ask for our two
examples of measuring devices)

The hazard
The cases were all in L’s highways department where
there is frequent use of hand-held vibrating tools such
as whacker plates, pneumatic drills, etc. HAVS results in
nerve damage to the hands and arms, which as well as
being painful makes everyday work and leisure activities
challenging and reduces quality of life for the sufferer.
Tip. HAVS is a chronic condition which builds over a
period of time. The first time a person uses a tool
they are highly unlikely to have symptoms, but don’t
underestimate the damage being done and act on any
complaints as and when received.

• provide health surveillance for those exposed to
the risk. Use our annual screening questionnaire
- HAVS (Please use team@complyatwork.co.uk if
you would like a copy)
• automate work using machines and if possible
purchase low-vibration tools
• rotate staff to reduce exposure to the risk.

HAVS is a disease which should be reported to the
HSE upon diagnosis. You must act by controlling
the risk, e.g. via automation or job rotation. Failure
puts staff at increased risk and breaches your duty
of care to protect them.

Tip. We are all different with varying susceptibilities,
so don’t compare one employee to another. There may

Source: Indicator
e-mail: team@complyatwork.co.uk www.complyatwork.co.uk
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The role of a dangerous
goods safety adviser
You’ve heard about the carriage of dangerous goods legislation,
but aren’t sure if you need to appoint a responsible person when
transporting dangerous goods and if so, what training they may need.
What do you need to know?
Legal position
The Carriage of Dangerous Goods and Use of
Transportable Pressure Equipment Regulations
2009 set out the requirements for the packaging,
labelling and transporting of dangerous goods.
Enforcement is carried out by the Vehicle and Operator
Services Agency and the police.

What are dangerous goods?
The regulations define nine different UN categories
which cover explosives, gases, flammable liquids,
flammable solids, oxidising substances, toxic
substances, radioactive material, corrosive substances
and miscellaneous dangerous goods.

Do you need to appoint a DGSA?
You must appoint a dangerous goods safety adviser
(DGSA ) if your business regularly transports, packs, fills,
loads or unloads dangerous goods. This applies to goods
sent by road, rail and inland waterways but not by sea or
air. There are exemptions to the requirement to appoint
a DGSA, depending on how often your business handles
dangerous goods and in what quantities.

Tip. The designated employee doesn’t need to formally
attend a training course, but as this is a complex and
specialist subject it would advance their skills.

DGSA’s main function
The responsibilities of the DGSA include advising all
relevant parties on matters relating to the carriage of
dangerous goods including:
• packing, filling or loading and the means of transport
• informing the operators of vehicles used for the
transportation of dangerous goods
• loading, transit and unloading at destination
• investigating any accidents or infringements of
regulations and preparing reports
• reporting of incidents and accidents to the DfT.

Packaging

It’s up to you to decide whether to train staff to be a
DGSA or whether to contract a third party. It should
be recognised that the DGSA must have the time
and resources to undertake their functions properly
and your decision should be based on the candidate’s
knowledge and experience.

The packaging of dangerous goods is another matter for
the DGSA who must follow the regulations surrounding
each particular component in order to ensure safe
handling. The regulations dictate the standard for the
types of material appropriate for each chemical so that
packaging is able to withstand drop tests, stacking
and pressure demands safely. Only packaging and
containers that have been certified may be used, so
that in the event or accident, collision or human error,
the materials within don’t leak and cause damage, loss
of life or an environmental disaster.

Tip. A business that operates on several sites or deals
with large or complex operations may need more than
one DGSA .

Comply at Work partners with a local DGSA. If you
would like more information, please get in touch at
team@complyatwork.co.uk

Who to appoint as a DGSA

DGSA training and certification
DGSAs must pass a Department for Transport (DfT)
approved written examination and the certification is
valid for five years.
e-mail: team@complyatwork.co.uk www.complyatwork.co.uk

Source: Indicator
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Can your business save
money on compressed air?
Compressed air generation is an energy guzzler, increasing electricity
use resulting in higher bills. What can be done to lessen consumption
without affecting productivity?
What is compressed air?

Turn it down

Compressed air is kept under a pressure greater than
atmospheric pressure and is generated by electricity.
It is used for transfer of energy in industrial processes
such as power tools, atomising paint in body shops and
food and beverage capping and fermentation. It is also
widely used on production lines to power equipment
using pneumatic force. It is often regarded as the fourth
utility, after electricity, natural gas and water. However,
compressed air is more expensive than the other
three utilities when evaluated on a per unit of energy
delivered basis.

One of the best ways to save energy is to operate
the air compressor at the lowest possible discharge
pressure. In a case study held in a factory the industrial
compressors were historically set at ten bar psi. An
energy meter was installed to establish the baseline
of consumption, then over a period of two months,
the compressor was turned down half a bar every
week, taking measurements along the way. When
the production equipment stalled at 6.5 bar psi it was
realised that for many years the equipment had been
running at over three bar psi more than was actually
required. The new pressure setting resulted in a
reduction in energy consumption and a 15% saving on
the electricity bill, but did not affect productivity as the
lines ran effectively on lower pressure.

An environmental issue
It is well recognised that generation of electricity is
bad for global air quality due to the burning of fossil
fuels which adds to the greenhouse effect and global
warming, so there are good ethical reasons for reducing
electricity consumption. But the more compressed
air you generate and use, the greater your electricity
consumption, so a problem facing SMEs is how to
reduce consumption without affecting the day-to-day
running of the business.

Suitable equipment
A simple way to reduce the amount of energy required
to power your air compressor is to purchase energyefficient equipment, which is OK if you are due to
replace your compressor. However, this can run into
tens of thousands of pounds which may not be viable,
particularly if there is still life in your current compressor.

Tip. Using a meter can establish just how much energy
your compressor is using, from which you can work out
the costs. If you would like to see examples, please get
in touch at team@complyatwork.co.uk

How to apply to your business?
Analyse what you use compressed air for, its business
criticality, the equipment being used and whether it’s
fit for purpose. Then use an energy meter to measure
the volume of energy and take a note of the pressure it
is running at. Try reducing the pressure half a bar at a
time. Once it starts to develop faults, turn the pressure
up by half a bar and this will then establish the optimum
pressure that the equipment needs.

Tip. Take the time to establish the size of the compressor
required. For example, it would be costly to purchase a
large piece of plant to run just one small component of
a production line. You’d be better off sourcing a small
dedicated standalone unit so you only generate what
you need.

Source: Indicator
e-mail: team@complyatwork.co.uk www.complyatwork.co.uk
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Q&A - maximum
workplace temperature?
Q. Some of my staff are trying to convince me that there is
a maximum temperature limit and if exceeded they can go
home. Is this correct?
A. The guidance under the Workplace (Health, Safety and
Welfare) Regulations 1992 is that you should try to maintain
a comfortable temperature but it does not stipulate what
this is. High temperatures pose many hazards such as
heatstroke and sunburn and should always be considered in
your risk assessments where you can look at controls such
as providing shade or maybe even changing hours of work to
keep out of the midday sun.
However, on particularly hot days simple things you can do to
help your staff feel more comfortable include more frequent
breaks in a cool area, encouraging them to stay well hydrated
and if you are feeling generous you could even treat everyone
to an ice lolly!

Source: Indicator
e-mail: team@complyatwork.co.uk www.complyatwork.co.uk
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In the spotlight
We welcome onboard our new Retained
Clients this month:

Congratulations to the following
retained clients who have received
the below accreditations with our
assistance this month:

Metalube Group Ltd, Irlam
Merlin Cycles Ltd, Buckshaw Village,
Chorley

CHAS
HCS Cleaning Services Ltd – Salford

Other new clients are:

Lee Russell Decorators Ltd T/A Lee’s
Decorators - Westhoughton
SMAS Worksafe

P16

Surface Magic Repairs, Bolton

Advance Satellite Services Ltd – Bolton

Image Joinery Ltd, Wigan

JRK Decorators Ltd - Preston

Tel 01204 77 29 77

Q&A
Q&A / How We Have Helped…
Please find below a summary and examples of general enquiries we have assisted our
Retained Clients with this month. Please do get in touch using team@complyatwork.co.uk or
call us on 01204 772977 if you require any assistance.

TOPIC
Employing a person who is diabetic.

•

consider the nature of the work they do; is it
physically demanding for them?

•

Someone has applied to work for us who is diabetic.
Can you advise on how to approach and risk assess
this?

do they use more energy therefore are at risk of
becoming unwell?

•

can they be redeployed or their duties amended
to allow them to continue to work?

ANSWER

•

It is most likely that this person will be covered by the
Equality Act 2010 and therefor if you employ them directly, you will need to make reasonable adjustments
and formally risk assess them individually for the work
activities they are engaged for.

do they drive as part of their job role? If so
do they need to inform the DVLA and insurance
company of their diagnosis?

•

are they likely to be working alone – including
when driving on work business?

•

will they work at height?

•

will they operate dangerous machinery?

•

extra time being given at the beginning of their
breaks to check their blood sugar levels and
administer their dose of insulin

consider if your employee became unwell during
his working day and how it would affect them
and their colleagues

•

a safe, discrete and clean environment to administer their dose of insulin in, and access to
glucose sweet or drink in an emergency

do you have contingency plans in place if your
employee becomes unwell and is unable to
remain at work?

•

review your first aid arrangements

•

encourage the employee to discuss possible signs
and symptoms with work colleagues and first
aiders.

QUESTION?

Confirm the type of diabetes condition they have.
Other areas that you should consider when supporting
an employee with diabetes may include:
•

•

•

regular breaks to allow them to monitor their
blood sugars and eating habits

•

an understanding of when they need additional
support, for example if having a a hypo; time to
recover after a hypo;

•

if they are a shift worker will this affect their diet
and insulin regime?

Further Information
https://www.hse.gov.uk/disability/
https://www.diabetes.org.uk/guide-to-diabetes/life-with-diabetes/employment
https://www.diabetes.org.uk/guide-to-diabetes/life-with-diabetes/employment/employers

e-mail: team@complyatwork.co.uk www.complyatwork.co.uk
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Q&A
Q&A / How We Have Helped…
TOPIC

TOPIC

CDM 2015.

Young persons at Work

QUESTION?

QUESTION?

Do the CDM 2015 regulations apply to landscaping
and fencing work?

Can you please advise what we do specifically and if
there is any risk assessment I need to do for a school
age work experience students?

ANSWER
•

The CDM 2015 regulations (Construction, Design
and Management Regs 2015), do apply to landscaping and fencing work to varying degrees.

•

Hard Landscaping – is classed as ‘construction
work’ under CDM 2015.

•

Soft Landscaping - The HSE advises that where
good health and safety practice is being followed,
the differences between a project where the
CDM Regulations apply and one where they do
not, are likely to be minimal.’

•

•

‘When soft landscape work is part of a construction project, unless the soft landscape work can
be segregated from the “construction work”
physically or by time, it will be part of the construction project. Therefore, although there will
be no duties under the CDM Regulations associated with the soft landscape work itself, there
will be duties relating to health and safety on the
construction site, where applicable.
Fencing - is covered by the CDM regs., it places
specific legal duties on certain key positions such
as the Client and the Contractor, etc. The welfare
of those working is normally the responsibility
of the Client but in smaller domestic works that
responsibility defaults to the Contractor.

ANSWER
After discussing this and establishing that the work
experience student was under minimum school-leaving age (i.e. a child) the following advice was given.
If the company’s risk assessments (RAs) do not
already take into account children and /or young persons, then review them to cover this area of risk.
Run through the relevant RAs with them and perhaps
highlight copies with any prohibitions or specific control measures that apply to him as a young person.
Ensure management, the student, and a dedicated
supervisor signs the RAs.
Alternatively, or in addition, opt to do an individual
risk assessment for this work experience student,
taking the key hazards and risks from the relevant RAs
for the work activities he will be involved with.
Note: Summer holidays are approaching fast and
children and young people may be getting or already
have temporary jobs. Ensure you are compliant with
the law both as an employer and a parent/guardian
even if they are working for your own business.
https://www.hse.gov.uk/youngpeople/workexperience/
https://www.hse.gov.uk/pubns/indg364.htm
https://www.gov.uk/child-employment

Further Information
https://www.hse.gov.uk/pubns/priced/l153.pdf
(free to download)
https://www.citbni.org.uk/CITB/files/1b/1b1cae086386-4958-995f-5d12e90d5751.pdf
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Note: Local council guidelines vary on employing children
so consult your local authority for the relevant licence/
permit.
For relevant templates and other guidance please contact
us at team@complyatwork.co.uk
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